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We hope everyone had a good weekend off! We've been doing a lot of work the past few weeks to tweak our classic Sealy ride.
Watch for the details Wednesday - this will be our introduction to the other four letter word in cycling - "hill"!
It's Monday, so we do have a few useful feedback items to share today so let's get rolling...
Passing Reminder - Communicate, Communicate, Communicate!
Our recent email covering passing tips set off a small landslide of great feedback on one passing related topic - riders who pass
without communicating ahead.
This is an easy skill to master and it makes passing far safer, and far more courteous. If it hasn't occurred to you that the rider(s)
making the pass are 100% responsible for communicating in a timely, and effective manner, please go back and re-read our
passing tips, several times. We noted as you approach riders ahead of you to be sure to alert them as you approach as well as
communicating your actual pass, then number of riders. When the last rider passes, they should indicate they are the “last rider” in
the group.
This is not difficult to do so PLEASE practice communicating ahead as you approach riders, communicate again, as you come by,
and make sure you look and properly judge when it's safe to move back over without cutting off the rider you just passed.
This is one of the most important cycling skills you will learn, especially in large group rides, so please go back and re-read the
passing tips and be sure to practice communicating every time you need to make a pass.
Volunteer Update - We Need a few Water Wizards

We need a few more Water Wizard (WW) volunteers to help carry water coolers to/from the rides. Each WW needs an SUV, minivan or truck so they can carry 3-5 coolers each week. Technically, you carry coolers from/to the rides, since you need to pick up the
coolers after a ride and take them home, then bring back to the next ride.
We need 2-4 more WW's to help carry coolers home from the 3/5 ride, and bring them to the 3/12, 3/19 and 3/26 rides. After the
3/26 ride, the WW3 team will take the coolers home and you are finished.
This duty still allows you to ride. If you haven't volunteered yet, or are interested in switching to a volunteer role that allows you to
ride each week, please reply ASAP and let us know if you can carry 3, 4 or 5 coolers and we'll get you plugged in...

Thank you for your support!
Steve, Marshall, Jan & Robbie
Ready2Roll Cycling
Hotline: 281-907-9007
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